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FACT01.

Reliability

Predictable, long-life performance

As existing users know from experience, Hydrovane compressors

just run and run and run. 

Hydrovane compressors are not only reliable, they will continue

to run much longer than other types of compressor. Indeed, you

can expect your Hydrovane compressor to have a typical life of

100,000 running hours. 

As reliable as time itself.

Regulated Speed for perfectly

controlled performance.

Why compress air when you don’t need it?

Hydrovane Regulated Speed (RS) compressors automatically

control the output to meet your exact system requirement.

In fact, Hydrovane RS compressors are so efficient, including

them in your compressed air system can save you up to 50%

in energy costs.

Another masterclass from Hydrovane.

Schhhhhhhh. Listen carefully.

You’ll have to listen carefully to hear a Hydrovane compressor

at work. Exceptionally low running speeds, combined with

excellent standards of design and engineering, allow you to work

comfortably alongside your Hydrovane compressor.

Is that a sound proposition?

Don’t we all just love a product that is well

designed, efficient, a leader in it’s 

class... and saves us money!

The Hydrovane compressor is designed to save you money,

with no metal parts to be replaced, you get long lasting reliable

performance. For complete peace of mind we back the total

Hydrovane package with a built-in 10 year warranty. 

You’ll be laughing all the way to the bank.

Clever. Very clever.

The Hydrovane design team took a sideways look to produce

the revolutionary new Vertical compressor range. Retaining

proven rotary vane compression technology the parts count and

servicing costs have been reduced - all in a stylish enclosure.

Oh, and they gave it the smallest footprint of any 

compressor in its class.

It’s quite rare to admire something 

that is deliberately made to go slower. 

Hydrovane compressors are designed with unique rotary vane

technology operating at very low running speeds.                 

This ensures components have a long working life with total

reliability. Which, in turn, lowers servicing costs and avoids

expensive downtime.

You’ll quickly appreciate the slower option.

Our air quality is just 

consistently excellent. 

Precision engineering underpins the quality of Hydrovane

rotary vane compressors and guarantees a reliable supply

of high quality, pulse free air. Hydrovane compressors are

selected to perform in situations where air quality is

absolutely critical.

Don’t take air quality for granted - have it as standard.

The motor drives the rotor. 

Is that too simple?

All Hydrovane compressors are direct drive, giving you 100%

drive efficiency, no maintenance and low noise levels.

No belts, no pulleys, no loss of performance. No complications.

With Hydrovane compressors the answer is straightforward. 

Why use bearings when bushes 

last a lifetime?

We don’t use bearings in Hydrovane rotary vane compressors 

- so they never need replacing.

Hydrovane compressors are fitted with bushes designed to last

a lifetime, even up to 100,000 running hours.

Bear this in mind for your next compressor purchase.
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